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ABSTRACT
Internal tide generation, propagation, and dissipation are investigated in Luzon Strait, a system of two
quasi-parallelridgessituatedbetweenTaiwanandthePhilippines.Twoproﬁlingmooringsdeployedforabout
20daysandasetofnineteen36-hloweredADCP–CTDtimeseriesstationsallowedseparatemeasurementof
diurnal and semidiurnal internal tide signals. Measurements were concentrated on a northern line, where the
ridge spacing was approximately equal to the mode-1 wavelength for semidiurnal motions, and a southern
line,wherethespacingwasapproximatelytwo-thirdsthat.Theauthorscontrastthetwositestoemphasizethe
potential importance of resonance between generation sites. Throughout Luzon Strait, baroclinic energy,
energy ﬂuxes, and turbulent dissipation were some of the strongest ever measured. Peak-to-peak baroclinic
velocity and vertical displacements often exceeded 2 m s
21 and 300 m, respectively. Energy ﬂuxes exceeding
60 kW m
21 were measured at spring tide at the western end of the southern line. On the northern line, where
the western ridge generates appreciable eastward-moving signals, net energy ﬂux between the ridges was
much smaller, exhibiting a nearly standing wave pattern. Overturns tens to hundreds of meters high were
observed at almost all stations. Associated dissipation was elevated in the bottom 500–1000 m but was
strongest by far atop the western ridge on the northern line, where .500-m overturns resulted in dissipation
exceeding 2 3 10
26 Wk g
21 (implying diapycnal diffusivity Kr . 0.2 m
2 s
21). Integrated dissipation at this
location is comparable to conversion and ﬂux divergence terms in the energy budget. The authors speculate
that resonance between the two ridges may partly explain the energetic motions and heightened dissipation.
1. Introduction
Internal tides are thought to provide a substantial
portion of the power available to mix the abyssal ocean.
Generated by barotropic tidal ﬂow over undersea to-
pography, a fraction of the energy lost to the barotropic
tide is dissipated locally, whereas the rest escapes into
low-mode motions that can propagate far away from the
generation region. The fraction, q, of the total barotropic
conversion lost to local dissipation is set by a range of
processes including generation of tidal ‘‘beams’’ (Cole
et al. 2009), nonlinear interactions (St. Laurent and
Garrett 2002; Polzin 2004; Nikurashin and Legg 2011),
convective instability over steep slopes, and high-mode
hydraulically controlled features (Klymak et al. 2008;
Klymak and Legg 2010). Determination of q for a broad
range of topography is a key step toward improving nu-
merical circulation models, because they depend sensi-
tively on both the magnitude and distribution of internal
tide mixing (Simmons et al. 2004a). At geographically
isolated supercritical topography such as the Hawaiian
Ridge,thelocallydissipatedfractionqappearstobesmall,
because of the predominant generation of quasi-linear
low-mode waves.
However, in much of the ocean, the generation story is
complicated by complex topography, which produces inter-
ferencebetweenwavesfrommultiplegenerationsources
in close proximity. At a minimum, such superposition
leads to confusing patterns of wave kinematics and en-
ergy ﬂuxes (exhibiting, e.g., ﬂuxes pointing transverse to
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et al. 2010). Furthermore, the detailed phasing between
multiple waves can affect wave scattering and transmission
at topographic boundaries (Klymak et al. 2011). More
troublesome is the recent ﬁnding (Kelly and Nash 2010)
that interference between incident baroclinic waves and
local barotropic forcing can fundamentally alter the nature
andmagnitudeoflocalbarotropictobaroclinicconversion.
A concrete example of this situation is barotropic tidal
ﬂow past two supercritical ridges, where generation at
eachdependssensitivelyonwavesgeneratedattheother.
In physics analogous to the situation described by Kelly
and Nash (2010), generation in a two-ridge system de-
pends on the ridge spacing relative to the internal tide
wavelength at a particular forcing frequency. For ridge
separations that are multiples of the baroclinic tidal wave-
length, resonance can occur, with signiﬁcant baroclinic en-
ergy ampliﬁcation (Echeverri and Peacock 2010; Tang and
Peacock 2010). One ultimate goal of the current research is
to understand how integrated parameters like local dissi-
pation, conversion, and the ratio of the two (q) change in
such complex topography.
Luzon Strait, a two-ridge system between Taiwan and
the Philippines island of Luzon (Fig. 1), provides an ex-
cellentlaboratorytotest someof thesequestions,notonly
because of its extremely vigorous tides but also the vari-
ations in geometry in the north–south direction. Speciﬁ-
cally, the spacing between the ridges varies appreciably
from nearly resonant for semidiurnal motions near 20.68N
(Fig. 2, top right; gray semidiurnal characteristics nearly
connecting the two ridge tops) to nonresonant farther
south (Fig. 2, bottom right) and at both locations for the
diurnal motions (Fig. 2, left). Results presented here are
from a series of measurements conducted in boreal sum-
mer 2010 as part of the Internal Waves in Straits Experi-
ment, a multiyear initiative funded by the Ofﬁce of Naval
Research. Stations and moorings deployed along two
cross-ridge lines allowed us to compute dissipation, en-
ergy, and energy ﬂux separately for the semidiurnal and
diurnal components of the ﬂow, which is important be-
cause their different wavelengths allow for the possibility
of resonance for one constituent but not the other.
2. Measurements and techniques
Data are from two cruises, which took place between
19 June and 2 July 2010 and between 14 August and 12
September 2010. The general strategy in both cruises was
to occupy a series of lowered ADCP (LADCP)–CTD
stations, with each lasting 36 h, along the two cross-ridge
linesshowninFig.1.Every1–2 h(dependingonthewater
depth), an up–down cycle from 10-m depth to about 10 m
above the bottom was completed. Full-depth velocity was
measured with two 300-KHzADCPs afﬁxedto theCTD
rosette frame, with one looking upward and one looking
downward. These were processed following standard
LADCP processing techniques (Thurnherr 2010). Po-
tential density from the CTD was then used to compute
isopycnal displacements h relative to the 36-h station-
mean potential density proﬁle. Baroclinic pressure was
then computed from full-depth density proﬁles assum-
ing hydrostaticity (Althaus et al. 2003; Nash et al. 2005).
Potential density data were also used to compute
overturns from Thorpe scales (Thorpe 1977; Dillon 1982;
Ferron et al. 1998; Alford et al. 2006a), giving estimates
of turbulent dissipation rate   and diapycnal diffusivity
Kr 5G /N2 (Osborn 1980), where G50.2 is the mixing
efﬁciency and N2 is the average buoyancy gradient.
Data were decomposed into their mean, diurnal, and
semidiurnalcomponentsbyharmonicanalysisofthetime
series of u, y,a n dh at each depth. Because 36-h stations do
not allow separation of the K1/O1 and M2/S2 tidal constit-
uents, we refer to these as D1 and D2, respectively. Energy
ﬂuxiscomputedineachbandateachstationfollowingNash
et al. (2005). Though cross-terms can potentially complicate
separationofenergyﬂuxconstituentsfromshorttimeseries,
in our data the total ﬂux measured without harmonic ﬁts
nearly equals the sum of the D2 and D1 components.
Barotropic forcing varies substantially over the period
o fo u ro b s e r v a t i o n sa st h eM2,S2, K1,an dO1 components
beat together, as demonstrated by predictions from the
Oregon State TOPEX/Poseidon Global Inverse Solu-
tion (TPXO6.2) (Egbert and Erofeeva 2002) evaluated
over the eastern ridge at latitude 218 ( F i g .3 a ) .T P X O 6 . 2
isusedinsteadofthemorerecentversion7.2becauseRamp
et al. (2010) found that it agreed better with observed cur-
rents.Theamplitudeofthediurnalandsemidiurnalforcing,
calculated by computing harmonic ﬁts to this time series in
3-day windows, is overplotted (blue and red, respectively).
The phasing and amplitude of the K1 and O1 constituents
are such that the diurnal barotropic velocities are nearly
zero at diurnalneap(yeardays 226 and240), increasing to
0.26 m s
21 at spring. The modulation of the semidiurnal
forcing is more moderate.
The time of each station is indicated in Fig. 3a. Be-
cause we were interested in examining the differences
between predominantly diurnally forced periods (e.g.,
yearday 232) and semidiurnal periods, when possible we
reoccupied stations at both phases (e.g., stations S6a,
S6b, N2a, and N2b). Measured barotropic velocities at
each station (colored lines) conﬁrm the phasing of the
TPXO6.2 predictions, as found by Alford et al. (2010)
and Ramp et al. (2010). Amplitudes are in reasonable
agreement as well, particularly on the northern line and
the shallower southern-line stations (e.g., S5). Observed
currents are weaker than modeled at the deep southern
2212 JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY V OLUME 41stations, as expected because the model barotropic cur-
rents are taken at a shallow location on the eastern ridge.
Two proﬁling moorings were deployed for most of the
duration of the second cruise, in the center of the
northern line (MPN; 21 days) and west of the western
ridge on the southern line (MPS; 16 days). Though the
records are modest in length compared to typical
mooring deployments, they allow contextualization of
the short LADCP–CTD stations with respect to the
spring–neap forcing cycle. Because the design ofthe two
moorings was similar, data from MPN are used to il-
lustrate their depth coverage, performance, and basic
aspects of the data (Figs. 3b,c). Each mooring consisted
of a subsurface ﬂoat at a nominal depth of 80 m housing
an upward-looking 300-KHz and a downward-looking
75-KHz ADCP, sampling depth ranges of 12–80 m and
100–800 m, respectively. Below the subsurface ﬂoat,
a McLane moored proﬁler (MP) measured proﬁles of
temperature, salinity, and velocity from 90 to 1550 m.
DeepervelocitieswereobtainedwithadditionalADCPs
at1600and2600 m.OnMPS,theMPsampledto1265 m,
and deeper velocity was measured with a 75-KHz ADCP
sampling fromabout 1300- to1600-mdepths.AllADCPs
sampled every 5 min, whereas the MPs completed an up
or down proﬁle each 1.25–1.5 h.
Strong tidal and mesoscale ﬂows led to signiﬁcant
knock down of the mooring (up to 150 m), leading to
two types of gaps in the record (Figs. 3b,c). The upper
gaps occurred when the subsurface ﬂoat was swept deep
enough that the upper ADCP did not reach the surface.
The maximum tilt of the subsurface ﬂoat was 68–88,
which is easily small enough for correction of the ADCP
velocities. However, the mooring’s tilt into the ﬂow
prevented the MP from being able to proﬁle during
these times, a well-known limitation of the instrument.
These led to gaps in deep velocity (white spaces from 900
to 1580 m), primarily during the strongest westward
ﬂows. The gaps do not extend above 800–850 m, because
the 75-KHz ADCP data are used there. Knockdowns at
MPS were much less severe (50–60 m; not shown), pre-
sumably because it was situated outside of the Kuroshio.
Thedepthcoveragefrombothmooringsisincomplete
and temporally variable, making it impossible to accu-
rately compute baroclinic pressure because the depth
integral of the isopycnal displacements is not known ac-
curately.Hence, moored energy(Fig.3d) and energyﬂux
FIG. 1. Conversion (colors) and baroclinic energy ﬂux (thin arrows) from a 3D 2.5-km isopycnal-coordinate numerical simulation
(H. Simmons et al. 2011, unpublished manuscript) for the (left) diurnal and (right) semidiurnal constituents. The two lines occupied are shown
with dashed lines. Stations and measured energy ﬂux are overplotted (white dots and yellow arrows). The reference arrow for ﬂux is shownat the
bottom right. Model conversion and ﬂuxes are separated into diurnal and semidiurnal components by bandpassing, whereas observed ﬂuxes are
computed by harmonic analysis at each 36-h station. All energy ﬂux values are synoptic (corrected for sample time within spring–neap cycle; see
text and Table 1). For clarity, model ﬂuxes are plotted only at every 16th model grid point. (top left) The inset shows the larger region.
NOVEMBER 2011 ALFORD ET AL. 2213(Fig. 3e) are computed as the sum of ﬁts to the ﬁrst three
baroclinic modes, following standard techniques de-
scribedinNashetal.(2005).Depthproﬁlesofenergyﬂux
arealsocomputedforthedepthrangecoveredbytheMP
by using the sum of the ﬁrst three modes to ensure that
the depth-integrated baroclinic pressure is equal to zero,
following Rainville and Pinkel (2006).
Because our measurements took place at different
times of the diurnal and semidiurnal spring/neap cycles,
an attempt was made to index calculated energy ﬂuxes to
the time mean over a fortnightly cycle by assuming that
F ;u2
BT, as expected (St. Laurent and Garrett 2002). The
moored ﬂuxes show this dependence on the upswing but
fall off more quickly than the barotropic currents do (Fig.
3e), giving a lower power law when the whole record is
used(upperinset).Foreachconstituent,‘‘synoptic’’ﬂuxis
computed as Fs 5Fobs(t)[UBT(t)/Uref
BT]2,w h e r eFobs is the
observed mean ﬂux at each station. Here, UBT(t)i st h e
amplitude of the barotropic tidal velocity from TPXO6.2
(Fig. 3a, blue and red) and Uref
BT is the RMS amplitude of
that constituent over the entire period. Because we seek
a correction factor at each location and barotropic forcing
does not vary greatly over our region, it is sufﬁcient to use
UBT(t) from a single location to index each station (rather
thanneedingtoadjustitforlocaldepth).Here,Uref
BT 521:1
and 14.9 cm s
21 for the diurnal and semidiurnal bands,
respectively.
The raw and synoptic depth-integrated ﬂuxes for each
component are given in Table 1. Generally, the correc-
tion helps collapse ﬂux data measured at different times
in the cycle (e.g., semidiurnal ﬂuxes at S6a and S6b).
Synoptic ﬂuxes are then overplotted in the respective
panels of Fig. 1. Note that D1 synoptic ﬂux is not com-
puted for stations sampled near the diurnal neap tide to
avoidspuriouslyboostingweaksignals.Hence,thereare
fewer values for D1 than for D2.
3. Model description
We use the Hallberg Isopycnal Model (Hallberg and
Rhines 1996; Hallberg 1997), conﬁgured as an internal
tide model as described by Simmons et al. (2004b), to
predict thebarotropic andbaroclinic tides inthe domain
from 15 August to 14 September 2010. Bathymetry is
1/808, obtained by subsampling the 30 arc-second Smith
and Sandwell (1997) bathymetry using a nearest-neighbor
scheme, with no smoothing. The model domain extends
from 178 to 258N and from 1158 to 127.58E. Model
stratiﬁcation is horizontally uniform, obtained from the
Generalized Digital Environmental Model database
(GDEM) climatology for the month of August (Teague
et al. 1990), at the location nearest to our station S8. The
model’s40layersaredistributedtooptimallyresolvethe
ﬁrst baroclinic mode structure. Information on the subgrid-
scale parameterization of viscosity and a description of the
conversion and energy ﬂux diagnostics for this model
can be found in Simmons et al. (2004b).
The model is forced at the boundaries with current
andelevationpredictionsfor the M2,S2,O2, andK1 tidal
constituents using TPXO6.2. Flatter open boundary
FIG. 2. Bathymetry and measured energy ﬂux (dark gray), energy (light gray), and dissipation (colors) for each
constituentalongeachline.Crosssectionsofmodelbathymetry(grayshading)andconversion(red–blue)areplotted
along (top) the northern line and (bottom) the southern line, plotted vs distance from the western end of each line
(see Fig. 1): (left) diurnal and (right) semidiurnal components. Characteristics computed from the measured stratiﬁ-
cationareindicatedineachpanel.Ateachstation,along-linesynopticenergyﬂuxproﬁlesareplottedindarkgray,with
energy plotted as lighter gray, increasing to the right. Reference bars are shown in the top left panel. Time-mean
dissipation rate for each station is plotted in green–yellow at each location (color scale in the top right panel).
2214 JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY V OLUME 41conditions (Marchesiello et al. 2001) allow barotropic
tidal energy to exit the domain. A viscous sponge layer
damps internal tides as they approach the boundary by
linearly increasing horizontal viscosity by two orders of
magnitude starting ½8 from the boundary.
4. Results
a. Internal tide: Basic description
An energetic internal tide is observed at all stations.
The dominant frequency, easily seen at the northern
mooring (Figs. 3b,c), changes from diurnal to semi-
diurnal and back again, following the barotropic forcing
(Fig. 3a). The full vigor of the tidal signals can be seen in
most of the LADCP time series, a selection of which is
presented in Fig. 4. The top two panels show two occu-
pations of station N2, on the eastern ﬂank of the western
ridge on the northern line (Fig. 1), whereas the bottom
two panels arefrom station S6, at theanalogous location
on the southern line. Baroclinic ﬂows are strong at all
stations, approaching 2 m s
21 at N2, and generally ex-
ceedingbarotropicvelocities(Fig.3a)byfactorsof3–10.
FIG.3.Timeseriesduringthelongcruise.(a)BarotropictidepredictionsfromTPXO6.2evaluatedat20.68N,121.98E(black),andmeasured
depth-average velocity at each station. Station names are indicated at top. Blue and red curves are semidiurnal and semidiurnal amplitude
computed insliding 3-day windows. (b) Zonal and (c)meridional velocity, measured in theupper 1600 m at MPN. Isopycnalswith 50-m mean
spacing are overplotted. Gaps result from mooring knockdown (see text). (d) Depth-integrated energy at each mooring (diurnal is blue and
semidiurnal is red). Moored energy is computed as the kinetic plus available potential energy summed over modes 1–3. (e) As in (d), but for
ﬂux magnitude. Inset gives (top) ﬂux magnitude in each band plotted vs barotropic speed predicted from TPXO6.2 for each constituent, and
(bottom) mode-1 ﬂux magnitude plotted versus mode-1 energy. Circles and squares are from MPN and MPS, respectively, whereas dashed
lines are predictionsfor a mode-1wave travelingat the theoretical mode-1 group speed. Blue and red indicate diurnal and semidiurnal bands,
as in the other panels.
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with no strong inertial peak evident in either the station
or the moored data. Isopycnal displacements (black
lines) are 300 m from peak to peak or greater at nearly
all sites sampled, with maxima generally in the bottom
few hundred meters. The associated baroclinic pressure
anomaly is 1000 Pa, equivalent to a 10-cm deﬂection of
the sea surface. The phasing between displacement and
velocity is complicated, with some downward phase prop-
agation seen (upward energy).
The Kuroshio is evident as a strong (’1ms
21) north-
ward ﬂow in the upper few hundred meters in both the
northern mooring (Figs. 3b,c) and stations N2a and N2b
but is absent in the southern stations. Regional satellite
observations and models show that it meanders over a
broad portion of Luzon Strait over a period of weeks
(Caruso et al. 2006).
b. Patterns of energy ﬂux
Patterns of observed energy ﬂux, presented for each
constituent in plan view in Fig. 1 and in cross section in
Fig.2(darkgrayproﬁles),aresigniﬁcantlydifferentalong
the northern and southern lines. Along the southern line,
ﬂux in both diurnal and semidiurnal bands is westward at
all stations. Flux in both bands is strongly surface in-
tensiﬁed, consistent with dominantly mode-1 signals in
strong stratiﬁcation (Nash et al. 2005). An exception is
station S6, where semidiurnal ﬂux is intensiﬁed several
FIG.4.Timeseriesof(left)eastwardand(middle)northwardvelocityand(right)Thorpe-inferredturbulent dissipationrateforstations
(top to bottom) N2a, N2b, S6a, and S6b. Superimposed are density contours (black lines) that are evenly spaced in the resting depth of
each isopycnal.
NOVEMBER 2011 ALFORD ET AL. 2217hundred meters abovethe bottom. Moored energyﬂux at
MPS in each band (Fig. 3e) shows a spring–neap cycle
generally in phase with forcing, though longer records are
required for more certainty. Diurnal ﬂux exceeds the
semidiurnal by about a factor of 2.
Along the northern line, the depth-integrated ﬂux is
more dominantly semidiurnal, with a complicated spatial
pattern. Flux vectors for both constituents swirl clockwise,
withnorthward/southwardﬂuxesoverthewestern–eastern
ridges. Between the ridges, measured and observed net
ﬂux is nearly zero, despite signiﬁcant energy (Figs. 1, 2,
light gray). These patterns, together with higher energy
valuesinthemiddle,areclearsignaturesofaninterference
patternfromwavesgeneratedatthetworidgestravelingin
oppositedirections(Nashetal.2004),where rotationleads
to correlations between transverse velocity and pressure.
The resulting alternating bands of transverse energy ﬂux
give rise to the clockwise-swirling vectors.
The model conversion (Figs. 1, 2, red and blue) sup-
ports this interpretation, showing generation on the
easternﬂankofthewesternridgealongthenorthernline
but not on the southern line. Semidiurnal ﬂux at the
easternmost stations turns eastward, which is consistent
with the modeled semidiurnal conversion just west of
there. In like manner, westward ﬂux increases from sta-
tion LS02 to N2, consistent again with strong generation
just to the east. Note that this conversion does not gen-
erate westward signals; rather, the westward net ﬂux in-
creases because the stations are west of the eastward
signals generated at 60 km.
To demonstrate the presence of the interference pat-
tern at the northern ridge quantitatively, ﬂux magnitude
F is plotted versus energy E for mode 1 (Fig. 3, inset) and
compared to the theoretical mode-1 group speed cg.F o r
freewaves,F plottedversus Efalls along aline of slope cg
(dashed), as observed at many moorings in the open
ocean (Alford et al. 2006b; Alford and Zhao 2007). This
behaviorisobservedatMPS(circles),asexpectedgivenits
locationwestofbothridges.However,F/Eisabout4times
smaller at MPN for both constituents (squares), indicating
interference between signals from the two ridges.
As with the southern line, ﬂuxes are mostly surface
intensiﬁed. The exception is a deep westward ﬂux at
station N2a, approximately where expected for semi-
diurnal radiation generated at the eastern ﬂank of the
eastern ridge and reﬂected from the surface (Fig. 2, dark
gray ray). This station is analogous to station S6a on the
southern line (eastern side of the western ridge), where
deep ﬂuxes were also observed, although no such clear
ray-path explanation is apparent for the southern station.
Atallstations,observeddepth-integratedﬂuxesarein
remarkably good agreement with the modeled ﬂuxes
(Fig. 1). Exceptions include signiﬁcantly stronger D1
ﬂux observed at the western end of the northern line
(station N2b) and somewhat stronger D2 ﬂuxes observed
on the southern line.
c. Dissipation
Turbulent dissipation rate is strongly tidally modu-
lated at all stations, as shown at the right in Fig. 4. For
FIG. 5. Proﬁles of (left) dissipation rate and (right) diapycnal diffusivity at selected stations. The dashed line in the right panel is the ﬁt
for diffusivity by Klymak et al. (2006) to all proﬁles atop the Hawaiian Ridge. It is plotted as a dissipation rate as a dashed line in the left
panel using the Luzon Strait stratiﬁcation.
2218 JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY V OLUME 41example, the largest overturns at station N2, over 300 m
high, occurred following the greatest downward dis-
placements for both diurnal and semidiurnal periods. At
S6, the same pattern is seen for the semidiurnal period.
However, observed dissipation at S6 remains semidiur-
nal even during the diurnal period, showing two maxima
during the record: one during downward isopycnals and
one at maximum upward displacement. Although it seems
clear that some form of convective instability or internal
hydraulicphenomenonleadstothebreaking,ongoingwork
seeks to determine the speciﬁc mechanisms, which likely
depend on the location. For example, two-dimensional
(2D) numerical simulations with the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm)
give similar magnitude and phasing at station N2 to the
observations but poorer agreement at other locations,
possibly implicating three-dimensional processes. Pre-
liminary indications (M. Buijsman 2010, personal com-
munication) are that the ability of three-dimensional ﬂows
to go around rather than having to go over topographic
features (as they do in 2D) leads to substantial differences.
Station-mean proﬁles of dissipation rate and diffusiv-
ity at all 2000-m stations (Fig. 5, with depth-integrated
dissipation given in Table 1) were some of the largest
ever observed. Turbulence was elevated in the bottom
500–1000 m at all stations, similar to the ﬁt by Klymak
et al. (2006) to data collected atop the Hawaiian Ridge
(dashed).However,theLuzonStraitvaluesinthisdepth
range exceed those at the Hawaiian Ridge data by fac-
tors of 3–500. In particular, at the northern part of the
western ridge, diffusivities on both ﬂanks exceeded
10
21 m
2 s
21, over 10 000 times typical open ocean val-
ues of ’10
25 m
2 s
21 (Gregg 1989) and strong enough to
erode stratiﬁcation over 500-m vertical scales in only
a few days. The mixed ﬂuid is presumably replaced by
the ’1–2 Sv (1 Sv [ 10
6 m
3 s
21) of deep water entering
the South China Sea from the Paciﬁc through Luzon
Strait (Tian et al. 2010, manuscript submitted to Nature).
Mixing likely plays a central role in modifying these wa-
ters, as suggested by Qu et al. (2006).
The spatial dependence of the measured dissipation is
shown in Fig. 2 (colored proﬁles). Although a bias in the
FIG. 6. Along-line synoptic energy ﬂux in the diurnal and semidiurnal bands (light and dark gray), for (a) the
northern line and (d) the southern line. Values are plotted as stacked histograms, with continuous traces and vertical
bars showing model and observations, respectively. (b),(e) Model conversion in each band (light and dark gray) and
model ﬂux divergence (2D, $  F, is thin black and along line is dashed). Observed depth-integrated dissipation rate
(circles) and ﬂux divergence computed from adjacent station pairs (squares) are overplotted. Vertical lines indicate
error bars. (c),(f) Bathymetry and station locations for each line are given.
NOVEMBER 2011 ALFORD ET AL. 2219stations chosen cannot be ruled out, observed turbu-
lence at the northern-line stations was generally much
strongerthanalongthesouthernline,despitecomparable
baroclinic energy levels (light gray). Station N2 showed
by far the strongest turbulence, with depth-integrated
dissipation values of 0.5 and 1.29 W m
22 for the two
occupations (Table 1), followed by N1. These exceeded
the corresponding values at S6 and S7 (the analogous
southern stations on the western ridge) by factors of
25–50, in spite of similarly energetic ﬂows there. The
weakestnorthern-line value exceededallsouthern values
but S5, an active site in 500 m of water.
d. Energy budget
Internal tides in steady state should obey the energy
equation
C 2 $  F 5 D, (1)
where C 5 UBT  $Hpbot is the linear conversion (e.g.,
Kelly et al. 2010 and D represents all processes removing
energy from the internal tide including dissipation and
nonlinear energy transfers (of which we only measure
the former). The model and observations are employed
to investigate the observed and model energy balance
according to (1) along each line. Flux is ﬁrst plotted
(Figs. 6a,d), again indicating an encouraging general
agreement between observations and model.
Modelﬂuxdivergenceisexaminednext,summedover
the D1 and D2 bands. Two-dimensional ﬂux divergence
(black) and along-line ﬂux divergence (dashed) are
similar, quantitatively expressing the visual conclusion
from Fig. 1 that most ﬂux is along line, with off-axis di-
vergence playing a mostly minor role. Wherever possi-
ble, along-line ﬂux divergence was also estimated from
adjacent station pairs (squares). Though agreement is
clearly not as good for the divergence as for the ﬂux it-
self, the observed along-line ﬂux divergence is large on
the eastern ﬂank of both ridges on the northern line,
generallythesamelocationandsimilarmagnitudeasthe
along-line model divergences.
Model conversion, plotted as the stacked linear sum of
the D1 and D2 components (Figs. 6b,e, light and dark
gray), balances the model ﬂux divergence at many loca-
tions, particularly along the southern line. By (1), model
dissipation therefore apparently plays a minor role at
theselocations.Agreementonthenorthernlineispoorer,
particularlynearthewesternridge,potentiallysuggesting
a greater role for dissipation there. In support of these
interpretations,observeddepth-integrateddissipationfrom
Table 1 (circles) is generally 1–2 orders of magnitude
smaller than conversion and ﬂux divergence at most sta-
tions.However,atN2,observeddissipationisofthesame
orderofmagnitudeastheotherquantities,atthelocation
where their disagreement is greatest. Though these cal-
culationsfallfarshortofbalancinganenergybudget,they
suggest that dissipation resulting from breaking near N2,
which the model likely resolves poorly or not at all, are
zero-order terms in the energy budget. It is possible that
the interplay at that location between the incident west-
bound wave and the conversion leading to the eastbound
wave may lead to the large dissipations, which in turn
could affect the generation process.
5. Summary and discussion
This paper has presented some of the ﬁrst observations
of energy ﬂux and turbulence in Luzon Strait, a com-
plicated double-ridge system between Taiwan and the
Philippines. Data were collected along two lines: one
where the interridge spacing is close to a semidiurnal
wavelength—giving rise to the possibility of resonance
as suggested by Echeverri and Peacock (2010)—and one
along a southern line, where the spacing should be non-
resonant. Internal tide energy, energy ﬂux, and dissipation
rate are all extremely high at all sites by open ocean stan-
dards and even relative to strong single-ridge generation
sites such as the Hawaiian Ridge. At the site of strongest
dissipation, dissipation and diffusivity exceed 2 3 10
26
Wk g
21and0.2 m
2 s
21, respectively,whichislargeenough
to represent signiﬁcant loss terms in the energy balance.
Though the model likely does not represent dissipative
processescorrectly,itistemptingtotakeadvantageofthe
general agreement between the observed and modeled
ﬂuxes to use (1) to obtain a simple estimate of q.W ed o
this by simply integrating model conversion in both
semidiurnal and diurnal bands over the region shown in
Fig. 1 (obtaining 24.1 GW) and by comparing it to the
total ﬂux radiated out the sides of the domain: 7.89, 6.05,
0.16, and 0.47 GW are radiated out the western, eastern,
southern, and northern sides, respectively, for a total of
14.57 GW. Therefore, 9.5 GW is dissipated within the
domain, giving q 5 0.39. Compared to estimates at the
Hawaiian Ridge from observations (Klymak et al. 2006;
q 5 0.08–0.25) and Princeton Ocean Model simulations
(Carter et al. 2008; q 5 0.19), the Luzon Strait appears
more fractionally dissipative, possibly because of the
more nonlinear internal tides and/or the second ridge.
More modeling and observations are necessary to con-
ﬁrm or deny this speculation.
Interference patterns observed along the northern
line but not the southern line are as expected, given
conversion from the model, conﬁrming the importance
of the western ridge and its spacing from the eastern one
in setting the patterns of energy ﬂux. Although more
detailedmodelingisrequiredforcertainty,wetentatively
2220 JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY V OLUME 41suggest that at least part of the strength of the internal
tides and their dissipation owes to the interaction be-
tweensignalsgeneratedatthetworidges.Consistentwith
the general ideas of resonance, stronger dissipation is
observedalong thenorthernline,wherethe ridgespacing
is correct for semidiurnal signals generated at the eastern
ridge to interact strongly with the western ridge and en-
hance conversion there (as seen by the characteristics in
Fig. 2, top right).
Not all of our data are consistent with this notion,
however. For example, dissipation is elevated at N2
during both semidiurnal and diurnal periods. However,
resonance would only be expected for semidiurnal mo-
tions (Fig. 2). Is a different mechanism or an interaction
between the two frequencies responsible for the diurnal
dissipations? Ongoing work seeks to determine the cause
of these strong dissipations, as well as their dependence
on other time-dependent factors such as the Kuroshio
and seasonal modulation of the stratiﬁcation.
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